Haskell today provides good support not only for a functional programming style, but also for an imperative one. Elements of imperative programming are needed in applications such as web servers, or to provide e cient implementations of well-known algorithms, such as many graph algorithms. But one element of imperative programming, the global variable, is surprisingly hard to emulate in Haskell. We discuss several existing methods, none of which is really satisfactory, and nally propose a new approach based on implicit parameters. This approach is simple, safe, and e cient, although it does reveal weaknesses in Haskell's present type system and type checkers.
Introduction
Simon Peyton-Jones calls Haskell (Jones et al., 1999 ) \the world's nest imperative programming language" (Jones, 2001 ) | but is that really true? Something which is very easy in imperative languages is to declare a global variable, and then refer to it and update it from anywhere in the program. Global variables are useful: they may refer to long-lived imperative data structures, such as hash tables, graphics contexts, priority queues, and so on, enabling the programmer to refer to or modify these structures anywhere in the program, without needing to pass a plethora of pointers as parameters. Yet Haskell o ers no well-known and really satisfactory way of creating them. In this paper, we review various ways this has been done, and nally present the solution we favour. We shall use the simple example of a global queue to illustrate the methods we discuss.
Imperative Programming in Haskell
First we brie y review the way Haskell supports imperative programming. All operations with side-e ects are assigned monadic types of the form m a, where a is the type of the result, and the monad m determines the kind of side e ects which are possible. For example, operations which perform input/output are assigned types of the form IO a. The readFile function has the type String ! IO String: given a String ( lename), it performs input/output and delivers a String (the le contents).
We think of a value of type m a as an m-computation delivering an a.
Many monad types are prede ned in Haskell, and new ones can be introduced, but every monad must support the operations return and \bind" (>>=), via an instance of the following class:
class Monad The return operation constructs a computation which delivers its argument as the result, while >>= sequences two computations. Haskell provides syntactic sugar for >>= via the do syntax | for example, do s readFile \foo" writeFile \baz" s which binds s to the result of readFile in the remainder of the do.
These operations do not enable us to extract an a from an m a, so once we have used a monadic operation, everything built from it will carry a monadic type, thus recording (and sequencing) the use of side-e ects. The top-level of a Haskell program has type IO (), thus permitting (sequenced) input/output at the top-level only. Input/output is the only true form of side-e ects permitted by the Haskell 98 standard, but most implementations support more general imperative programming, by providing reference types and functions to read and write them (Launchbury & Peyton Jones, 1995) . The type IORef a contains references which can be read and written by operations in the IO monad, thus sequencing these side-e ects along with input/output operations. The operations on them are newIORef :: a ! IO (IORef a) readIORef :: IORef a ! IO a writeIORef :: IORef a ! a ! IO () which create, read, and write references respectively.
Haskell also provides a monad ST of \encapsulated" side-e ects, which can be used to de ne pure (non-monadic) functions with an internal imperative implementation. It is guaranteed that the encapsulated side-e ects are invisible from outside. The encapsulation function is runST :: (8s:ST s a) ! a Note the rank-2 polymorphism in its type! An application of runST binds a new variable s, the \state thread identi er", which is used in the type of the monad and the references. The reference creation, reading and writing operations are given the types newSTRef :: a ! ST s (STRef s a) readSTRef :: STRef s a ! ST a writeSTRef :: STRef s a ! a ! ST s () which ensure that references are only read and written in the state thread that created them.
We can use either of these monads in a Queue module which represents queues in the standard imperative way, as a pair of pointers to the front and back of the queue, adding elements in constant time by overwriting the pointer in the last cell. But ideally, our queue implementation should be useable with either monad. We shall achieve this by using Haskell's overloading: we de ne a class of monads with references, class Monad m ) RefMonad m r j m ! r where newRef :: a ! m(r a) readRef :: r a ! m a writeRef :: r a ! a ! m () This declares that a monad m is a \RefMonad", with references of type r, if it supports the given operations. The \j m ! r" is a functional dependency (Jones, 2000) , which declares that the monad type determines the reference type | IO We omit the implementations of these operations, which are standard.
We have now implemented queues imperatively, but our goal is to implement a single, global queue. This we have not done: to use the operations above, we must create a queue and bind it to a variable, then pass it explicitly to every function which uses it. In the following sections we will examine various ways of avoiding this.
Using unsafePerformIO
We aim to de ne functions addG, removeG, etc., which refer to a single global queue, and thus do not need to take a queue as a parameter. The natural way to do so is to declare the global queue in the same scope that these functions are declared | that is, via a top-level declaration. But, using the primitives above, there is no way to bind a Queue to a top-level variable! The reason is that a Queue contains references, and reference creation has a monadic type, such as IO (IORef a). Now the only way to bind a variable to the reference itself is using (>>=) (or the do syntactic sugar), but such a variable is bound by a -expression, and not at top level. There is no top-level expression of type IORef a, and so no top-level expression of type Queue IORef a either.
It might seem that runST enables us to create a top-level STRef using runST (newSTRef a) but recall that the purpose of runST is to encapsulate side e ects. Since the state thread variable appears in the type of the reference created, and would thus appear in the type of runST's result, it cannot be bound in runST's argument, as the rank-2 type requires. So this expression is rejected by the type-checker.
The solution presented by Peyton-Jones (Jones, 2001 ) is to use a new primitive unsafePerformIO :: IO a ! a which neatly solves the problem of extracting the reference returned by newIORef from its monadic type. We can now de ne a global queue by globalQ :: Queue IORef a globalQ = unsafePerformIO empty and go on to de ne addG :: a ! IO () addG a = add a globalQ and so on. Peyton-Jones reports that this is one of three \very common" uses of unsafePerformIO.
What is wrong with this solution? Well, one objection is that it only works for the IO monad | there is no unsafePerformST (although GHC (ghc, n.d.) permits an ST value to be converted to an IO value, thus providing a somewhat roundabout way to achieve the same e ect). But the biggest objection is that unsafePerformIO is | well | unsafe! It clearly violates the property that monads are designed to ensure, that computations with side e ects have monadic types. Peyton-Jones says:
\unsafePerformIO is a dangerous weapon, and I advise you against using it extensively. unsafePerformIO is best regarded as a tool for systems programmers and library writers, rather than for casual programmers. . . . you need to know what you are doing." Such a function should not be used for such a common task as de ning a global variable! It is worth pointing out that the dangers of using unsafePerformIO strike in this very example. It is well known that unrestricted references and assignment make the Hindley-Milner type system unsound (Tofte, 1990) . To restore soundness ML (Milner et al., 1997) imposes the \value restriction" on bindings, and Haskell assigns these operations monadic types. Using unsafePerformIO circumvents these restrictions and makes the type system unsound.
Look back at the de nition of globalQ again. Notice it is declared with a polymorphic type | the one the type checker would infer. Consequently addG is also polymorphic, and can be used to add elements of di erent types to the same global queue. The frontG operation is also polymorphic, which allows an element to be removed with a di erent type from the one it was added with! Clearly this may lead to run-time type errors.
To avoid this, the programmer must declare global variables with a completely monomorphic type. It is dangerous, to say the least, to expect that programmers will always do so.
A Queue Monad
If we cannot bind a top-level variable to the global queue, perhaps we can at least make the process of passing it as a parameter implicit. A well established way to do so is to de ne another monad (a \reader" monad), in which the queue is passed as an extra parameter to every computation (Wadler, 1995) We also need a function to extract a result from a QMonad. We de ne withQueue to do so, returning a computation in the underlying monad m. This is a natural place to initialise the queue to be empty. Now we can use the global queue operations in programs which need not mention a queue explicitly, such as runST (withQueue (do addG 1 addG 2 removeG frontG)) which evaluates to 2.
This approach brings us the bene ts of global variables, without their disadvantages: we need not pass the queue explicitly any more, but even so we can use more than one instance of the queue library without risking interference. Each application of withQueue creates a separate queue, which enclosed uses of the queue operations implicitly refer to.
However, suppose we want to use both a global queue, and a global hash table, in the same piece of code? With this approach, we would also have de ned a HashMonad to pass a pointer to the hash table implicitly. Now, to use the global queue operations, we must work in the QMonad, while to use the hash table operations we must work in the HashMonad. We cannot combine computations in di erent monads | the result would be a type error. Therefore we cannot use a queue and a hash table together. It is unreasonable to be limited to using a single global variable at a time, which severely limits the usefulness of the technique in this section.
A Queue Monad Transformer
The astute reader will have noticed that Queue de ned above is not only a monad, it is a monad transformer (Liang et al., 1995) . A monad transformer is a monad parameterised on another monad, such that computations in the underlying monad can be \lifted" to the new one. We demonstrate that Queue is But at what cost? Suppose we write N libraries, each implementing an imperative data structure, and each de ning its own monad transformer to provide access to its global variables. With this approach, the operations in each library must be declared in a class, and each monad transformer must be made into an instance of RefMonad, so that the others can build on top of it. But, most seriously, every monad transformer must be made into an instance of each library's class, so that whichever library's monad is outermost, all the libraries' operations will be available. Thus we must write O(N 2 ) instance declarations. Sadly, this approach does not scale.
In principle, we could avoid the quadratic growth in the number of instance declarations by de ning a class MonadTransformer t m, with an operation lift :: m a ! t m a corresponding to liftQ, liftHash, and so on. That would permit us to write a single instance declaration instance (IsQMonad m a; MonadTransformer t m) ) IsQMonad (t m) a where addG n = lift (addG n) removeG = lift removeG frontG = lift frontG isEmptyG = lift isEmptyG to lift the queue operations through every other monad transformer. The problem with this approach is that this single instance declaration overlaps with the instance for the QMonad itself. It is critical, then, that the compiler choose the right instance in each case. In this example, GHC 5.02 does not (although the next version will), and the Hugs type-checker reports non-existent errors involving functional dependencies. Thus the idea is risky in practice. Overlapping instances are somewhat dangerous: it is perhaps not so surprising that they sometimes lead to unexpected behaviour.
Using Implicit Parameters
Our goal in the last two sections has been to pass the global queue implicitly to each function that uses it. We have seen that this is hard to do satisfactorily using monads. Yet a recent extension to Haskell provides implicit parameters directly (Lewis et al., 2000) , and they have been implemented in both GHC and Hugs (hug, n.d.) | let us try using them.
An implicit parameter is referred to via a name beginning with \?", for example ?queue. Such names are simply used, without declaration, in the functions which require them. The type checker infers that test needs the implicit parameter ?queue, and that it should be passed on to the queue operations. It also ensures that implicit parameters are always used with the same type, and so attempts to add elements of two di erent types to the global queue would lead to a type error in the de nition of test.
Implicit parameters are bound using the \with" construction. For example, we can de ne withQueue as follows: Notice the type of withQueue: its argument depends on an implicit parameter, while its result does not. This type signature must be stated explicitly, since it is not \rank 1" (Jones, n.d.) . We might call it a \rank 2 quali ed type", since a quali er (?queue :: Queue r a) appears under a function arrow, but it is not rank 2 polymorphic since there is no forall. Such rank 2 quali ed types are entirely useless except in the presence of implicit parameters, since without polymorphism, a class constraint C a qualifying a parameter's type can be resolved in only one way | and thus can equally well be resolved at the top-level. It is the possibility of binding implicit parameters to di erent values of the same type which has made rank 2 quali ed types interesting. Perhaps this is why the de nition of withQueue above was wrongly rejected due to (di erent) bugs in the type-checkers of both Hugs and GHC, even though both support rank 2 polymorphism! (Coincidentally, a few days after reporting the bugs, version 5.02 of GHC was released, which compiles this example correctly. A work-around with older versions is to give withQueue the rank 2 polymorphic type withQueue :: RefMonad m r ) (forall m r:(RefMonad m r; ?queue :: Queue r a) ) m b) ! m b which rather arti cially quanti es over type variables m and r, even though they will be instantiated to the outer m and r, just to avoid the type-checker bugs).
With the implicit parameter approach, only one monad is required, and thus we can freely mix functions which refer to a global queue with those which refer to a global hash table, and so on. There is no need to \lift" operations from one monad to another. The type-checker infers which parameters are required where, and implicitly generates code to pass them where necessary. Provided we bind them eventually, by invoking withQueue and similar operations, everything works without problem.
The only disadvantage of this approach is that function types become more complicated, because of the references to the implicit parameters. These parameters are implicit, as far as the code itself is concerned, but explicit where types are concerned. This is not so serious if the programmer allows the type-checker to infer most type signatures, but could be a major problem if many type signatures are given explicitly. Small changes to code which uses global variables could force the programmer to change a large number of type signatures, making maintenance more di cult. However, explicit type signatures are normally unnecessary in Haskell, so by choosing not to state them, programmers can largely avoid this problem. It is an advantage that type inference can tell us exactly which global variables each function uses | information which is not readily available at all in an imperative language.
The most awkward problem is raised by Haskell's monomorphism restriction, which requires a type signature on variable bindings with a non-empty context. Thus every variable de nition involving an implicit parameter requires a type signature. For example, the type signature on the de nition of test above is not optional. However, the monomorphism restriction does not apply to function de nitions, and so we can avoid the need for a type signature just by rede ning test as folllows: test () = do addG 1 addG 2 removeG frontG It is not a great sacri ce to adopt this style when using implicit parameters.
Language Design Issues
The style we advocate in this paper does reveal weaknesses in Haskell's type system. It is distressing that, to write maintainable code, programmers must omit type signatures: many like to include them, as documentation checked by the compiler, or even as a partial speci cation of functions yet to be written. Haskell should really o er more exibility here, so that type signatures can be included without hindering maintenance.
One way to do so would be to allow partial speci cation of contexts. One might write test :: (RefMonad m r; : : :) ) m Int to indicate that there may be further constraints in the context of test. This permits programmers to specify the type of test, without xing all of its global variables (or other constraints on its type variables). If the de nition is later changed to use additional globals, then the type signature need not be. Alternatively, one might name parts of a context, and just use the name in function type signatures, thus allowing a new global variable to be added by a change in just one place. It is not clear what the trade-o s are in this design space, but it is clear that there is a problem to be solved.
Reasoning about implicit parameters can sometimes be surprisingly subtle. For example, suppose that within a computation which uses a global queue, we need a subcomputation which uses its own queue. Of course, we can write do : : : As expected, the rst addG adds an element to the outer queue, and the second addG adds to the inner one.
But now suppose we want to add an element to the outer queue, from within the computation using the inner one. We can do so by binding a name to the outer addG operation, as follows: : : :
As we would expect, the third addition (using addOuter) adds an element to the outer queue, and all seems well. But now suppose we instead write do : : : : : :
a subtle change, involving -converting the de nition of addOuter. Now the call of addOuter adds an element to the inner queue instead! Likewise if we add a type signature to the binding of addOuter, then the call also adds to the inner queue. The reason is that Haskell's monomorphism restriction applies to the rst form of the binding, but not the second: it applies to variable bindings, but not function bindings. In this case we want to bind addOuter \monomorphically", so that the reference to ?queue is resolved at the de nition, and not at the call. But we have no way to express monomorphic binding, except by writing a variable de nition with no type signature | one that the monomorphism restriction applies to.
Clearly, such a subtle semantics may lead to errors. I believe Haskell should syntactically distinguish two forms of binding: polymorphic/overloaded binding with a call-by-name semantics, and monomorphic binding with call-by-need semantics. If = is used for the former, then := might be used for the latter. Then in this example, it would make no di erence whether we wrote let addOuter := addG or let addOuter n := addG n It is clear in both cases that the binding is monomorphic, and references to implicit parameters are resolved at the de nition. Likewise, if the de nition used =, then it would clearly be overloaded in both cases. Another nice consequence is that the equality ( x ! e) e 0 = let x = e 0 in e which holds in Haskell \except for typing", is replaced by ( x ! e) e 0 = let x := e 0 in e which holds, full stop. Sadly, though, this would be a major and incompatible change to the language, which must await Haskell 2. In the meantime, programmers must just be careful!
Performance
How does the choice of global variable representation a ect performance? The unsafePerformIO approach avoids parameter passing, but on the other hand accessing the global variable requires reading from an absolute address, which is not necessarily as cheap as reading from a parameter. Both monadic approaches pass the global variable as a parameter to every computation, in increasingly complex ways. Implicit parameters must also be passed at run-time, of course, but will only be passed to functions which actually need them. Thus we might expect unsafePerformIO to yield the fastest programs, implicit parameters the next fastest, and the monadic approaches the slowest.
To test this reasoning, and to investigate whether the performance di erences are signi cant at all, I made a small benchmark program which inserts and removes an element from a global queue 1,000,000 times. The run-times are shown in the The results show that, at least in this tiny example, implicit parameters outperform unsafePerformIO! The di erences in performance, while small, are consistent: variations between individual runs are much less than this. One should be careful about generalising too far from such a small example. In the benchmark, the global queue was accessed very frequently, and there were no functions which did not need it. In a realistic program the global variable might only be used rarely (reducing the cost of an unsafePerformIO implementation), but might still need to be passed in many function calls (increasing the cost of an implicit parameter). However, the evidence so far gives no indication that the implicit parameter solution should be unreasonably costly. The implicit parameter solution might become very costly if programmers begin to use very many global variables. This seems unlikely, though: since the global variables used in a function appear in its type, it is likely that programmers will consciously keep them few. For example, rather than associating many global variables with one package, we may expect programmers to collect them into one \record", whose presence in a type signature indicates use of the entire package. Even in the queue example, there are of course two global variables (pointers to the front and back of the queue), but we collected them into a single structure. If other programmers do likewise, then the numbers of implicit parameters should remain moderate. Otherwise, there is scope for compiler optimisations targetted especially at implicit parameters, for example by gathering them together automatically.
Conclusions
Many imperative algorithms require global variables. The \world's nest imperative programming language" should provide a safe and easy way to use them. unsafePerformIO is not safe, and the monadic approaches are not easy. But implicit parameters are both safe and easy: they provide exactly the functionality required. Moreover, when we bind an implicit parameter (as in withQueue), we delimit the scope of the \global" variable, and we can thus | in contrast to conventional imperative languages | use several instances of an algorithm with global variables without the instances interfering with each other. This paper underlines the importance of implicit parameters: every Haskell implementation ought to provide them. It also raises questions about aspects of Haskell's type system. The monomorphism restriction, already infamous, forces a somewhat arti cial style in this setting. Replacing it with a (safe) alternative should be a high priority. It is even more disturbing that, to write maintainable code, a programmer must omit type signatures! A mechanism for abbreviating contexts might make type signatures readable and maintainable, even in this kind of program.
Finally, the reader may wonder whether our conclusion isn't so obvious as to be common knowledge | surely once implicit parameters were introduced it was obvious they should be used for this purpose? We remark that the original paper on implicit parameters (Lewis et al., 2000) does not explicitly mention global variables as an application, the unsafePerformIO solution is in common use (Jones, 2001) , despite its dangers, functions which bind global variables, such as withQueue, cannot have been used previously, since all type-checkers supporting implicit parameters had bugs preventing these functions from being compiled.
We conclude that the idea, although simple, is not obvious, and deserves wider exposure.
